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The present paper is devoted to some remarks and alterations concerning 
our preceding articles [l-3]. 
1. THE PSEUDO C-ALGEBRAS M AND ‘3.3 
Let Z be a right preordered directed set; let (I!?,),~~ be a family of sets having Z 
for set of indices. For each pair (ar, /3) of elements of Z such that 01 < /3, letfso be 
an injective mapping of E, into E, . Suppose (E, ,f&) is a direct system of sets 
(cf. [l], Sec. 1, No 1). 
Let G = uirc, E,x{ar} be the sum and E = l& E, the direct limit (cf. [l], 
Section 1, Number I), of the family (EJQ . Let f be the canonical mapping of 
G on to E, and fm the restriction off to E, . For each (Y E Z, let 2J& be a o-algebra 
in E, . Suppose the mapping fsa is such that fEBa(%RJ C ‘9& , whenever a < 8, 
wherefl,, is the extension injection offaa to the sets of subsets (cf. [I], Sec. 1, No. 3). 
Let M = VolEI ‘9.R~ x {{a>> be the sum and !VI = lir~ 2.TIJz, , the direct limit of the 
family P-Wael . Suppose FM is the canonical mapping of M into m and pm, 
the restriction of PM to ‘9JIm, (cf. [I], S ec. 2, No. 1). Under these conditions, we 
have: 
PROPOSITIOK 1. 98 is endowed with an algebraic structure induced by the 
o-algebras (‘2Rnr, (YE I) such that, for each OL EZ, ~sJJ@AJI,) is a a-algebra in fa(Ea). 
Proof. For each OL E Z let 9JIm,” be the Cartesian product XneH Q, , where 
Q, = rUr, for each TZ E N = (0, 1, 2, 3,...}. Suppose fBy is the extension of fDa 
to the product set %RzRI, and /z, be the mapping of !IJIaRI into 9Rm, such that 
uKn)n~N) = u -Kn E %T . (1) 
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On the other hand, we have 
hS(f6%xsx%,N)) = h~((&.(X~%eN) = u fdx,“)* 
7lEN 
for each sequence (Xan),,N of elements of !IlI, and each OL E I. Whence 
i.e., the diagram (I) is commutative, whenever OL < 8. Therefore, (cf. [l], 
Sec. 1, No. 3, Prop. 4), there exists a unique mapping i of 2RN into ‘8& such that 
the diagram 
(11) 
BzaN 2% ma 




and (cf. [2], Sec. 1, Prop. l), 
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Therefore 
for each (Y E I. More precisely: 
I f  A, is the internal law of composition of the u-algebra 9JJDz, , which corresponds 
to the operation of countable union of elements of roZ, , i.e., if A, = UneN (.) 
in E, , then the restriction of h to !?‘m=(?I&) is an internal law of composition in 
~~,(!N,J C rol, which corresponds to the operation of countable union of 
elements of ~s&ilJ&), i.e., of subsets of fa(Z&) C E, by virtue of the relation 
9/sm (X,) = fa(X,), for each a E I. 
& the other hand, consider the mapping dU of 9J& into YJ& defined by 
Then, the diagram 
(III) 3 f3a 
i-1 
3 4a commutes. 




But, it is easy to show thatf, injective whatever OL < fi implies 
(4) 
Indeed 
E, = X, v C X, and 
% 
Xx n ,c X = @ 3 fs.@J = fsaGG> vfk (C Xct) 
ci -% 
and 
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since& is injective. On the other hand, 
X, n (j X, = 0 3 fsa( 0) = 0, i.e., 
=a 
Likewise, we have 
whence 
Then 
--YE ,=FE ,fa.<x,> ofsol (,G Xa) = f FE ) fsa<Xa>- Q-E-D. 
a 0 8a = 
Then, it follows that the family (&),,, is a direct system of mappings. Therefore 
(cf. [l], No. 3, Prop. 4), there exists a unique mapping fi of 9.X into ‘9X such that 
the diagram 
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On the other hand,,f,, injective mapping whatever 01 < /3 3 fa injective mapping 
Var E I (cf. Bourbaki [4], Chap. III, p. 7, No. 6, Remark 1) 2 
for each 01 E I, the proof of (6) b em . g similar to the proof of (4) and in fact follows 
by the injectivity off, . Therefore, for each (Y E I, the restriction 4 1 +mucsxa, of &) 
to pm (W,) is such that a 
This means that for each LY. E I, the internal law of composition da(.) in ‘9JZ, , 
induces an internal law of composition in ~~a(!lJInz,), given by (6). 
More precisely, for each OL E 1, the u-algebra 9J& , induces a structure of a 
a-algebra in ~s@R,). This proves Proposition 1. 
2. ALTERATIONS IN [I] 
The mapping 3@M is surjective, therefore (cf. [l], Sec. 1, No. 3, Prop. 3b), 
we have 
9.x = (J Pg@lQ 
act 
By virtue of Proposition 1 of Section 1 above, the structure induced on E by the 
o-algebras (!IR,),,r , is not a structure of u-algebra in E, as specified in [ 11, Sec. 2, 
Theorem 1. More precisely, YII is endowed with a structure, which will be called 
a pseudo u-algebra in E, in the sense of Proposition 1 (that is, for each X E !J& 
there exists an 01 E I such that X = fa(XJ, X, E !JJ, and (JnsN X, E ‘91 3 3a: E I 
such that lJnsN X, E W, and E $1131. 
Likewise, Proposition 2 of [I], Sec. 1, is not true, i.e., M is not a u-algebra 
in G, but a pseudo u-algebra, in the sense that IM is endowed with an algebraic 
structure such that for each X E M there exists a unique OL E I such that X = 
X, E ‘%Rn,, and (-!QnsN C M * (JnrN X, E M o 3 unique oi E I w unGN X, E 93, o 
X,E!R)~~,~EN. (eessuchthat) 
M is called a pseudo u-algebra in G, since G $ M. Moreover (E, M) is not a 
measurable space, but a pseudo-measurable space: Under these conditions, 
Theorem 1 of Sec. 2, No. 1, must be altered as follows: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose I is a (right) directed preordered set, (EN , TO,) is a direct 
system of sets relative to I, with respect to a family of injective mappings (r,,), 
683142-9 
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G = Uaol E, x {a} is the sum and E = lim E, = G/R is the direct limit of the 
family (EJ Let (‘$(E,), f’e,) be the direct system, extension of the direct system 
(-K , GA; let 
be the sum of the famis’y (‘$(E,)); let I? = C?/& = I&@(EJ, f,,J be the direct 
limit of the family (!@(EoI)). F or each (Y E I, let 2?lDz, be a u-algebra in E, , and suppose 
the mappings Z’e, are such that, for each X E ‘3X= , we have f,,(X) = Z’,,(X) E 9Jle , 
whenever (Y < 8, i.e., f,,(?lR,) C ‘9JIB . Let M = (Jaa, rpZ, x {{+} be the sum and 
+N = I~IJI ?& the direct limit of the family (9R.&, . Suppose $ is the canonical 
mapping of G onto E; 4 is the extension of 4 to the sets of subsets; l? is the equivalence 
relation on ‘Q(G) associated with 4; p is the canonical mapping of (P(G) onto 
‘$.3(G)/&, andg is the bijection (cf. [5], No. 2, Theorem 1) of ‘?@(G/R) onto ?p(G)/fi. 
Under these conditions, 9X is a pseudo-o-algebra in l(E), and by identification of 
‘V(W) with ‘NW? %JI is a pseudo-o-algebra in E. 
Likewise, the proof of Theorem 1, Section 3, No. 1, is the following. Suppose 
X, Y are two disjoint elements of W; then there exists a LY E 1, such that 
whence 
fa<X, n y,> c f&C> n .f,V,> = % 3 f.0, n u,> = % 3 x, n Y, = %, 
since fu( 0 > = r~r and X, n Y, # 0 + fa(X, n Y,) # o (cf. [4], Chap. II, 
Part 3, No. 1). Then 
/4x ” y> = P(fAQ “fXY2) = P(f~<-K ” Y,>) 
= P&G ” K) = P&K) + PU,) = P(f~<-u) + P(fa<Yol>) 
= P(X) -t P(Y). 
Therefore, TV is an additive mapping of !lJI into E. 
3. THE COUNTABLY ADDITIVE MAPPING A = lk~ h, 
Let (*%I& .fDW) be the direct system of u-algebras such as defined in [l], 
Section 2, Number 1, Theorem 1 (cf. Theorem I, No. 2, above). Suppose (h,J 
are injective mappings such thatflsol(QJ C !B& , whenever 01 < /? in I. 
Let ‘5R = lim !lJI, be the pseudo u-algebra, direct limit of the family of 
a-algebras (!U&, . 
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Let (Fol , g& be a direct system of additive Abelian groups, and 5 = lim F, 
the Abelian group, direct limit of the family (FJaEI . Suppose, moreover, that 
F, = F, Va ~1, where F is a complete additive Abelian group. Let (cf. [l], 
Sec. 4, No. 2) h, be a countably additive mapping of %I& into F, for each 01 E I; 
then, if A = ~~ITJ h, is the direct limit of the family (XJrro, , we have /\, = X 0 pm, , 
and X is an additive mapping of the pseudo u-algebra %?I into F. (cf. Theorem 1, 
Sec. 3, No. 1). Moreover, the restriction of h to the u-algebra !r@a&&) is 
countably additive mapping of !z@~J (!%l&J into F, for each 01 E I. 
Indeed; let (X&N be a sequencl of disjoint elements of !8’sr#J,). Then 
-%I = %Jl,Gc% XanEmn,, 
But 
* xan n xam = 0 (cf. no 2, above) 
Q.E.D. 
Therefore, the Theorem 2 of [l], Section 4, Number 3, must be altered as follows: 
THEOREM 2. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, Section 2, and Theorem 1, 
Section 3, let (AJrrol be a direct system of measures, with values in a complete 
additive abelian group F. More precisely, let A,: llJz, --f F be a measure in 1)32, , 
with values in F, for each OL E I. Let A = lim A, be the direct limit of the direct 
system of measures (A&., . 
Then, the restriction of X to the u-algebra Gus is a measure on ~~~(!J.J~,) 
with values in F, for each ct E I. 
Likewise, Theorem 3 of [l], Section 4, Number 3, must be replaced by the 
following. 
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THEOREM 3. (E, 1111, A) = (l& E, I& mZ, , I& A,) is a pseudo a-measure 
space, direct limit of the family (E, , mgl, , A,) f o measure spaces, in the sense that 
the restriction of h to !?‘ma(2J&) is a measure in 4/,u()rJz,). In particular, if 
(Em 9 mm 9 PJ~., is a direct system of probability spaces, then the following holds. 
THEOREM 4. (which replaces Theorem 4 of [3], Sec. 4, No. 3). (E, ‘$R, p) = 
(lir~ E, , & ‘@, , lim pJ is a pseudo probability spaces, in the sense that the 
restriction of p = lim p, to pma(9Rm,) is a probability in ~~u(!J.RJ, for each (Y E I: 
Typographical linguistic points in [I]. Everywhere replace “countable 
additive” by “countably additive” ICI (respectively ‘$R) u-algebra by M (respec- 
tively m) pseudo-u-algebra “(G, M) measurable space” by “(G, M) pseudo 
measurable space.” 
Beginning Section 2, replace everywhere “measurable space” by “pseudo 
measurable space, ” “correspondence r,,” by “injective mapping r,, ,” “a unique 
a” by “a 01. ” “A is a countable additive mapping” by “the restriction of h to 
?8’ma(‘9&) is a countably additive mapping of !8’ma(%Bxn,) into F.” 
The proof given in Section 4, Number 3, must be replaced by the proof of 
Number 3, above. 
4. ALTERATIONS IN [2] 
First of all, replace: “mappings fBa” by injective mappings fea . M is a u-algebra 
in G (respectively, 9.B is a o-algebra in E) by M is a pseudo u-algebra in G (respec- 
tively, 9.N is a pseudo u-algebra in E). In Proposition 2, Section 1, the assertion (b) 
must be altered as follows: 
(b) The restriction of u to fm(Eu) is a (pmu(!D3,), ‘9) measurable function, for 
each (Y E I. 
Proof of (b). u,: (%R, , %) measurable function: Vol E I 3 VY E Ill, we have 
up(Y) = x, Em,. Then, from assertion (a) of Proposition 2, Section 1, 
Number 2, of [2], we have u;r(Y) = f;‘(u-l(Y)) = X, . But, by Lemma 1 
(lot. cit.) we get fa(X,) = u-l(Y). But f,(X,) E ?sr$9JIn,); therefore u-l(Y) E 
%JlpJL> c Y.Jl. Q.E.D. 
In Proposition 3 of [2], Section 1, Number 2, the assertion: “Let ‘zVJ = l& %Vm, 
(respectively, ‘3 = lim &) be the direct limit u-algebra of the farnib (9J2J 
(respectively, ‘3,). Undc7 these conditions, the direct limit mapping u = lir~ rc, , 
of E into F is e (!JJ& a) measurable function” will be altered as follows: “Let 
‘9.B = lim mm, (respectively, 92 = lim ‘&) be the pseudo-u-algebra of the fumiZy 
(!JJ,J (respectively, (92,)). Under these condition, the restriction of the direct limit 
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mapping u = l&u, to fa(Em> is (~sJJ$D~~), t%~~(!l&,) measurable function, for 
each OL E I. 
Proof. u =Qu, 3 uofm =g,ou, for each OL E I and VY E %, => there 
exists a OL E I such that YE f& (!B&), where 8% is the restriction to !l& of the 
canonical mapping 8 of the p\eudo u-algebra “N = (Jusl ‘z& x {{cx}} into the 
pseudo a-algebra W = (Jap, t&~(%,). But 
by virtue of Lemma 1 of [2], lot. cit. 
On the other hand, u,: (!IBm,, !l&) measurable function => u,‘( Y,) = 
X, E lgz, == Y, = u,(X,) (cf. Lemma 1, lot. cit.) * g,( Y,) = Y. But g, 0 u, = 
uOfm 3 x, = u,-log;l(Y) = f;lo u- ‘(Y) => u-l(Y) = fm(X,) by injectivity of 
fu . However, we have.f,(X,) E 9/,~(!JJ&J C 1Dz, whence u-‘(Y) E %@~J$B&) C ‘9R. 
Therefore u is (!!‘m,(ma), f&(%,J) measurable function, for each OL EI. Q.E.D. 
In Section 2, Number 1, of [2], (E, W, A) is the pseudo measure space, direct 
limit of the system (E= , ‘%R= , A,) of measure spaces, u = lim uar is (~~u(!IR,), 58+) 
measurable function for each OL E1, and the integral of u for each X E !JR, with 
respect to the measure defined by the restriction of the additive mapping h to 
the u-algebra !~@s-,$l&), is given by 
I(u) = s, u dA = sup I, s dh, for X = %&X,) = fm(X,> E %3,(W,) C W 
where the supremum is taken over all (Ifi,~(!JJI,), 9+) measurable simple 
functions s of fm(Em) into R, , 
Xi E !?‘m,(9&), aj E R+ . Thus 
such that 0 < s < u. That is, s = xfEJ aj+xi , 
f 
s dA = C a$(X n Xj) = 1 ajX(fm(X,) n fm(X,j)) 
X 3 je3 
precisely: 
In Sec. 1, No. 2, Proposition 3; replace: “fpa (respectively, gJ’ by “the 
injective mapping ,fs, (respectively, g,,). ” “direct limit mapping u = lim u, is 
(‘$.B, a) measurable function,” by “the restriction of the direct limit mapping 
u = @II, to fa(Ea) is a (~~a(iaz,), &$Rm)) measurable function, for each 
01 E I. For this reason we shall say that u = lh~ urn is a (!JJl, 8) pseudo-measurable 
function.” 
Section 2, Number 1, replace: “limit measure space” by “limit pseudo- 
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measure space, ” “positive measure h = li~~ &” by “positive pseudo-measure 
h = lim A, ,” “ measurable simple function s” by “pseudo-measurable simple 
function s.” 
In Theorem 1, Section 2, replace: “the measure on !&R” by “the pseudo- 
measure in !Bl,” “limit measure,” by “limit pseudo-measure,” “measurable 
function u” by “pseudo-measurable function u,” “measure A” by “pseudo- 
measure h,” “ a unique 01 E I” by “a OL E I.” 
Sec. 2, no 3; replace: “(E, W, P)... probability space” by: (...)... pseudo- 
probability space,” “ probability” by: “pseudo-probability”. “a unique (Y E I” 
by: “a 01 E I”. “u = lir~ u, . . . real random variable” by: “u = . . . real pseudo- 
random variable”. “unique” should be deleted. Page 25, Reference [2], replace 
“Addison-Wesley” by: “Hermann, Paris.” 
5. AzteYations in [3]. Everywhere replace “& is a mapping” by ‘fs. . . . injective 
mapping”, I‘... 9X: u-algebra in E” by “...: pseudo-a-algebra in E,” “P is a 
countably additive mapping of the a-algebra ‘9X into = [0, 11” by “the restriction 
of P to fU(EU) is countably additive mapping of the u-algebra ~~,(?lJ$J into 
F = [0, I], for each a: E I.” Equation (6) must be written 
Page 5, lines 2-12 should be deleted. “(E, !U& P) = (b E, lim %JJU , lim P,): 
probability space” should be replaced by I‘(...) (...): pseudo-probability space.” 
Section 1, Number 2, Proposition 1, must be altered as follows: 
PROPOSITION 1. Let (E, llJz, P) be the pseudo-probability space, direct limit of 
a direct system (Em , ‘%& , P,) of probability spaces. 
(a) If (E, ‘2X, P) is a complete pseudo-probability space (i.e., if for each OL E I, 
the restriction of P to pm,(%Ra) is a complete probability space), then for each 
P-negligible subset N qf ‘9X there exists a OL E I such that N = f,(N,), N, E 9XDz, , 
and N, is a Pa-negligible subset of E, . 
(b) Conversely, if (I$ , ‘2X, , P,) is a direct system of complete probability spaces, 
then (E, 93, P) is a complete pseudo-probability space. 
Proof of (a). I f  (E, 9.X) P) is a complete pseudo probability space, then for each 
a E I, ~sr&lJlm,) contains all the P j ?m (w,) negligible subsets of f=(E,). Let Sz, 
be the set of all P IG~,~~,) negligible kbsets of f,(E,); we have Q C ~sr$B&> 
and VNEQ~, 3A EP~ (!BQ such that NC A and P(A) = 0. On the other 
hand, we have N = !$‘ia(Na) for N, E 2&, and A = pm,(A,), A, E !I?&. But, 
according to ([2], Sec. 1, Prop. I), we have N = fa(Nol) and A = fol(AJ. Thus 
([2], Section 1, Lemma 1) N, = f cl(N) and A, = f;‘(A). Then N C A =S 
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N, C A,, and P(A) = 0 G- P(f,(A,)) = P,(A,) = 0 * N, is a P,-negligible 
subset of E. 
Proof of (b). Suppose (Em , %J& , P,) is a direct system of complete proba- 
bility spaces. Then, if N is a P-negligible subset of E, there exists an element 
A E 932 such that NC A and P(A) = 0. Moreover, then, there exists a OL E I 
such that A = f,(A,), A, E ZJlut,  whence 
0 = J’(A) = P(f,(A,)) = PJAJ 
On the other hand, NC f,(A,) 3 3N, C A,, N = fa(Nol) C f,(A,) = A, 
whence (cf. [2], Section 1, Lemma 1): 
f;‘(N) = N, C f;‘(A) = A, > N, 
is Pa-negligible subset of E, => N, E W, , since (E. ,1131, , PJ is a complete 
probability space 3 N = fn(NJ ~!!-‘~~(@2~). Then we say that (E, !UI, P) is a 
complete pseudo-probability space. Q.E.D. 
In Section 1, Number 3, replace “completion of probability spaces” by 
“completion of pseudo probability spaces.” 
In Proposition 2: After “completion of (E, 1111, P)” add “in the sense that 
IS t Lf$x,h 9/rm,<IDz,>, 8 . h e completion of (f,(E,), Y~~(!UI,), P), for each 
On page 8 line 18, and p. 9 line 2: “unique” should be deleted. On page 9 
line 3, replace “N = fa(X,)” by “N = f,(N,),” on page 9 line 13, replace: 
‘If,(N,) E@” by 
 ^
“fLN,> E ul,cl<~,>“. 
In Section 1, Number 4, Page 10, line 1, replace: “probability” by “pseudo- 
probability.” Page 11, line 17, replace: “conditional probability” by “conditional 
pseudo probability.” Page 11, line 4, “unique” should be deleted. Page 11, 
line 18, and line 21, replace “conditional probability” by “conditional pseudo 
probability.” Page 12, line 1: “unique” should be deleted. Page 12, line 6, 
replace: “conditional probability” by “conditional pseudo probability.” Page 14, 
line 7, “unique” should be deleted. 
In Section 1, Number 5, replace 
Page 15, line 5, “probability space” by “pseudo probability space.” Page 15, 
line 13, “r.r.v.” by “pseudo r.r.v.” Page 15, line 5, “probability” by “pseudo 
probability.” Page 16, line 19, “to” by “two.” Page 17, line 19, “probability” by 
“pseudo probability.” Page 18, line 5, “r.r.v.” by “pseudo r.r.v.” Page 18, line 6, 
“r.r.v.” by “pseudo r.r.v.” Page 18, line 15, “r.r.v.” by “pseudo r.r.v.” Page 18, 
line 18, “P({I u,” - u, 1 > E})” by “P({/ I& u,” - l& u, 1 > e}).” 
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In Section 2, replace everywhere: “(E, W, 2’) measure space” by “(E, 9X, P) 
pseudo-measure space.” “ W = linin %lIm, (respectively, ‘3 = lim %J: u-algebra” 
by “2.X =h)IJZ, (respectively, % = lim %J: pseudo-a-algebra.“l&E,, &, As,): 
measure subspace” by b(E, , !X2, , As,): pseudo-measure subspace.” “(E, !I& A%) 
. . . measure space” by “(E, !Q, AZ)... pseudo-measure space.” “(E, ‘3, Pg) = 
. . . is a probability space” by “(E, %, Pn) = is a pseudo probability space.” 
“mappingsf&” by “injective mappingsfBol”. “U = lint u. . . . positive r.r.v.” by 
“u = l&l 24, . . . positive pseudo r.r.v.” 
Remark. It follows that the pseudo-structures of direct limits give the same 
results as ij these should be veritable structures. 
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